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Thickness of stone tile

This site is not available in your country house - Components Parts of the Family House House Walls HandymanAjou the elegance of natural stone to your bathroom walls for a little more than the cost of standard ceramic tiles. The visitor centres and tile shops carry a wide selection of marble, limestone
and granite, and the installation techniques are virtually the same as for ceramics. The only special tool you need is a wet saw with a diamond blade. By DIY experts from The Family Handyman MagazineYou might also like: TBDTime Multiple DaysComplexity IntermediateCost VariesStep 1: Select a
stone and designFor our bathtub surround, we chose polished 12-inch square marble tiles and unst polished 1-in marble. square limestone accent tiles. We cut the 4-inch square accent tiles and the 3 x 12-inch border tiles from the 12-in.marble. You can mix and match the stone or buy ready-to-use
models in tile stores. Tile dealers usually have sample displays where you can come up with ideas, or they will direct you to designers who can guide you through the vast maze of materials. Just keep a few basics in mind: Arrange each wall on graphic paper, tile for tile; Start the pattern from a central line
(Photo 5); and use tiles that are all the same thickness and use the same grout. Plan to use undured grout for grout lines up to 1/8 inches wide and sanded grout for wider lines. The grout lines in our model ranged from 1/16 inches to 1/8 inches. Prices for natural stone wall tiles range from inexpensive to
exorbitant, but keep in mind that expensive stone isn't necessarily better - it's just less common. Granite is much harder and more durable than marble and limestone, but curves and holes are harder to cut and require somewhat different techniques. You have to use diamond blade-only tools, not the
carbide grain saws and puzzle blades that we show here for marble. Before you start work on the walls, protect the bathtub. The tanks are easily chipped and scratched and expensive to repair. Cover the bathtub with duct tape around the edges and place a 1/2-inch long 58-inch piece. Replace it with a
tablecloth of 10, and check frequently in the bottom of the bathtub for debris that could scratch the finish. Step 2: Install the tile backerPhoto 1: Cut the cement boardMark the lengths of the bathtub wall on the cement board and mark one side with a utility knife. Snap to the line and fiberglass mesh support,
just like you would with drywall. Smooth tattered edges with knife or drywall rasp. Photo 2: Attach the cement board to the studsFasten the cement board to the studs with special 1-1/4 inch screws (or 1-1/2 inches. roof nails). Keep the edges 1/2 inch fasteners and install nailers in corners if necessary to
provide adequate support. Photo 3: Mark the holes and cutMeasure and mark the centers of holes, then use a compass to trace them. Cut the beak and shower head with a carbide grain saw; Cut larger holes and curves using a carbide-grit puzzle blade. Photo 4: Type cement panel sealstape joints with
special mesh ribbon. Mix a batch of thin mortar and cover the ribbon with a thin coat. DetailA standard type of drywall mesh tape, cement panel mesh tape is thicker and will not deteriorate when covered by cement. The first step is to install a tile support on the wall. We like to use the cement board for
areas that have to withstand frequent mooring like a shower, but other types of tile supports will work as well. Check with your local building inspector for approved types in your area. Add the blockage if necessary to make sure your cement board ends up catching at least 1/2 inch of framing. And add an
extra lock to catch the screws from the plug bars if you intend to put a little. Small amounts of moisture can escape through the tiled walls, and grouting and caulking can develop cracks over time as the construction moves, so staple either a No. 15 felt or a 4 milse polyethylene vapour barrier behind the
cement board. Measure each section of the wall, subtract 1/4 inch to compensate for rough edges and cut the cement board (photo 1). The cement board consists of two layers of fiberglass mesh sandwiched around a core of cement and sand. Mark one side to cut the fiberglass mesh, then break it like a
drywall. You'll have dull your knife blades, so have a few more handy or buy a special carbide notation tool that will last much longer. Place the cement board on the bathtub bridle, then screw it to the studs about every 8 inches with special cement panel screws (available in tile shops and home centers).
It is easier to make clean hole cuts or curves with a carbide-grit puzzle blade and a 1-1/4 inch carbide-grain saw hole. But in a pinch, you can use the raw and messy method of marking the front and back of the hole and breaking it with a hammer. Use a special alkaline-resistant mesh tape and a thin
fasting mortar to cover the joints (photo 4), including the drywall joint. Use regular joint compounds in areas that will not be completely covered with tiles. Regular common first-choice compound before tiling. Step 3: Mark the tile layoutZur a plumb line in the center of the back wall, then measure to the side
to see how many will adapt. You want to end up with at least half a tile at each corner, so depending on the size of your tile, either place the edge of your first tile at the center line, or center a tile on it as we did (Photo 5). If your bathtub is perfectly level, draw a level horizontal line at the height of a tile plus
1/8 inch (to caulk) above the rim. If the bathtub is not level, find the low point, and start your horizontal guideline from this point. You will then have to shave most of the tiles in the bottom row as you go to maintain the 1/8-in. This is where the diamond saw is useful! Draw additional lines for thumbnails or
pattern changes. Remember check horizontal and vertical lines to make sure they form real squares. Any neglect with the level at this stage will cause headaches later during tile. Arrange the end walls so that the cut tiles fall into the corner, where they are less obvious. Our installation called for a 3-in
border tile, which we ran to the side of the bathtub, so we drew a 3-1/8 inch plumb line from the bathtub (remember to leave a caulking hole next to the bathtub), then worked around the corner with solid tiles, ending with a 7-in. The two basic rules for the arrangements are to hide the cut edges whenever
possible, and to make a layout that seems symmetrical and pleasing to the eye. Hold on to these lines as you work up the walls, and make slight adjustments in corner tile cuts and grout lines as you go. Step back from time to time to look over the wall, and straighten any tiles that appear to be off. Step 4:
Install the tagphoto 5: Depending on the layout, start en coding the tile level and lead layout lines. Spread evenly several square feet of thin-playing mortar with a 1/4-in. x 3/8-in. notched trowel held at about a 45-degree angle. Shim the first row about 1/8 inch above the bathtub to leave space to caulk.
Photo 6: Check the mortar coverThe tile aligns with your layout lines and push each one firmly. Remove one from time to time to make sure you get full coverage. Photo 7: Clean excess mortarScrape excess mortar from the joints before it hardens. If the mortar oozes over the surface of the tile, spread it
a little thinner by flattening the angle of the trowel. Mix the mortar according to the instructions on the bag. Marble and natural stone are installed with thin fasting mortar mixed with latex additives for better bonding. Use white mortar for light-coloured stone; Darker mortars can darken the stone. Use a 1/4
x 3/8-inch square trowel for a 12-inch square marble tile. Hold the trowel at a 45-degree angle to create deep ridges (Photo 5). Do not spread more than you can til in about 15 minutes. If the mud goes away and does not adhere, scrape it and put a fresh batch. Use 1/8-in. Spacers to hold the first row of
tiles on the bathtub (we used nails), then place the tile spacers between the tiles to even create grout lines. The thin fasting mortar doesn't hang on right away; the tiles will slide down if they are not in charge. We used 1/16-inch spacers for grout lines tight between 12-inch squares and 1/8-inch spacers in
the decorative strip (Photo 12). The 1-in tiles were mounted on the mesh. We used 4D finishing nails to anchor them until the mortar set (Photo 12). Step 5: Cutting techniquePhoto 8: Make straight cuts with a wet sawSet the fence to the width and make straight cuts with a wet saw diamond blade. Cut
slowly. Smooth the cut edges of marble with 200-grain wet/dry sandpaper. Photo 9: Use a hole saw for small holesCut the hole for the bathtub and shower beaks with the 1-1/4 inch carbide-grain saw hole. Use light pressure Avoid breaking the tile. Photo 10: Carefully cut close to the edgesCuted near the
narrow edges with the wet saw to avoid breaking the tile. Grind the rough edges smooth if necessary with the saw blade. Photo 11: Support marble during cupsTable marble at 1/2 inch. Then cut through the two with a carbide-grit blade. Cover the saw base with the painter's tape to avoid scratching the
tile. The cuts are simple and simple with a damp diamond-bladed saw (Photo 8). But push the tile slowly. Part of the visual charm of marble is its defects and fracture lines, but they are also weak points where the stone can easily break, especially at the end of a cut. You may need to cut from each end



about an inch before completing the cuts (Photo 10). Saw cuts leave edges slightly rough. Smooth them with 200-grain wet/dry sandpaper. (For granite, use a special rubbing stone.) Cutting holes for the bathtub beak, faucet and shower head can be difficult (Photos 9 - 11). Some marble tiles are fragile,
so fully support the tile with plywood during cutting or drilling. And work carefully near the edges and brittling corners. Keep in mind that you can have a tile store make these cuts for you if you don't want to try them. Step 6: Grouting pulls all togetherPhoto 12: Use spacers to create CoulisLay lines in the
special feature tiles following layout lines. Use larger spacers if the grout lines are wider, or tap the nails to prevent small tiles from slipping. DetailTile spacers come in a variety of sizes. Photo 13: Fill the grout joints in the joints with a rubber float, scraping diagonally over the tiles. Wipe off excess with a
damp sponge. Brush the light mist with a dry cloth after the grout stiffens. After the tiles have set for at least a day, the wall is ready to grout. Remove all spacers and clean any mortar on tile faces or project grout lines. Then coat the marble with a grout make-up remover or tile sealant to avoid staining and
to facilitate grout removal. Mix the grout (with water only for marble) with a smooth consistency of peanut butter, and let it sit for the specified time in the directions. Do not mix the entire grout container at a time. Start with a quarter or a third of a container, and mix more than you need. Remix, then work it
in grout joints with a special grout float (Photo 13). It's a pretty hard job: use two hands and pack the joints. Then scrape the edge of the float diagonally onto the tile to remove the excess. Stop after about 15 minutes and clean the grout from the surface with a damp (non-wet) tile sponge, rubbing it in a
circular motion. Be careful not to wipe the grout from the joints. Keep some grout handy to fill air bubbles and voids. Rinse the sponge often, but don't worry about getting the tile perfectly clean again. Wipe the grout in the joint between the and drywall to create a finished edge. Then clean all the grout
from the corners and joint along the bathtub. You will caulk these joints later (Photo 14). After an hour, polish the mist of the tile with a dry towel. Some of the grout lines may seem a little sloppy- rub the edges with the towel to sharpen the lines. Then wet the lines of tiles and grout once a day for the next
few days to help with the healing of the grout. Finally, apply a tile sealant as instructed by the manufacturer. Step 7: Caulk and finishPhoto 14: Caulk cornersDe band along each side at every corner. Squeeze the kitchen and bath caulk into the joints, smooth them out, then immediately remove the tape.
Photo 15: Cut the edge of the rock or tile plate from the bathtubAttach to the front edge of the bathtub with silicone to cover an uneven floor/bath seal. After the grout has dried for at least a day, fill all corners with caulking designed for vats and tiles. (Check the tile stores for a color that matches your
grout.) Recording the edges of the caulking lines gives you cleaner, more accurate caulking lines (Photo 14). Don't forget to remove the tape as soon as you finish smoothing. Callk starts skinning in a few minutes, and if you wait too long, the tape will caulk on the wall. Caulk the joint between the base of
the bathtub and the floor as well. The floor under our bathtub had a 1/4-in. sag in the center which was too big for a beautiful caulking joint. So we covered the edge with a limestone finishing room, a standard floor threshold with a square cut edge (Photo 15). If you wish, buy soap dishes or towel bars and
mount them with silicone at comfortable heights. Stick them in place overnight until the silicone folds, then caulk at the edges. Finally, install the faucet pad and bathtub and shower beaks, plug into the bathtub, and enjoy the fruits of your labor, so you can get in before anyone else does! Tools required for
this projectSee the tools necessary for this DIY project aligned before you start, you will save time and frustration. Grout floatJigsawLevelNotched trolleTaping knifeUtility knife Diamond wet blade saw, margin trowel, carbide grain saws, carbide gravel puzzle blade, sponge drill tileRequired Materials for
this ProjectAvoid last minute shopping trips by having all your materials ready in advance. Here is a list.4 mil polyAlkali-resistant mesh tapeCaulkCement visThin-set mortarTile backer boardTile spacers espaceurs espaceurs
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